New faces in Parliament

UPFA
R. Donnala Silva
B. 1954. Businessman. Studied at the University of Colombo. Elected to the Western Provincial Council in 1999 as a member of the UNP ticket.

Muhammed Ali Gama
B. 1976. Graduate in Business Administration from the University of Colombo. Elected to Provincial Council of the UPFA ticket.

S. Tomayal De Silva

Arumugam Kodikara

Rajitha Bimala Jayasinghe

Mano Ranatunga
B. 1958. Son of former Minister of Defence and former Prime Minister. First entry into politics, having contested and won his seat in parliament.

Victory Antony Perera
B. 1945. Entered politics in 1987. Former member of the UPFA. Leader of the Opposition in Parliament and the General Secretary of the UPFA.

Saru Bandara
B. 1976. MP. Son of former Health Minister. First entry into politics.

Nimal Ranasinghe

Patience Dissanayake

CAMPANIA
Ranil Ranasinghe
B. 1952. Educated at Akurita Vidyalaya and Ananda College. Businessman. Assisted his father Minster Rajapaksa in the early stages of his political career; later involved in the campaign of this brother President Ranil who became the Chief Minister of the Western Province.

Sahabathni Fernandopulle

Upendra Abeykoon

rey Senaratne
Elected to the Provincial Council of the UPFA ticket.

Rajitha Bimala Jayasinghe

Sarojani Wijekoon

Fujanka Wijekoon

Sudarshani Fernandopulle

Namal Rajapaksa
B. 1977. Son of former President. First entry into politics.
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